
 

AUTOMATIC GATES AUTHORITY OBJECTION 

 

‘How do we get local authority acceptance? This question continues to pop up and as 

public moods change, I am sure it will continue to! 

 

Authorities that have already done their homework now embrace all the advantages, that 

a well-designed installation, offers the local community as well as themselves. 

 

Unfortunately some authorities still assume automatic gates are installed for cosmetic or 

security reasons alone for lazy owners or such like? In reality this is far from the true 

purpose for most people. 

 

This is not to say that a good looking, secure result, is not required and is often an 

essential preference during the design stage of any system. 

 

 

  
 

 

What is meant by community benefits? Much the same as owners, many consequential 

benefits are experienced by the local community, as well as the local authority! 

 

Like?  Traffic calming, slowing local traffic and improving highway safety 

 Protecting children, keeping the young and frail away from a major hazard 

 Pets, providing greater security to pets and avoiding accidents 

 Psychological deterrent, aid to local policing of the property & neighbourhood 

 Joy Riding, deterring unwelcome social behaviour 

 Parking abuse, keeping the highway more effective 

 Drive through, discouraging cut through traffic and alike 

 Turning, preventing unwanted highway obstruction and improving site safety 

 Fly Tipping, helping to keep the area tidy and safe 

 Anti-social activities, protecting against un-wanted acts, drug taking etc. 

 Resident pride, enhancing local pride and value, reducing council spend 

 Opportunist theft, improving community spirit & good will 

 Value, property values grow when protected adding value to local authorities 

 



   
 

Any others? Convenience, Physical Security & Privacy to name a few. These may not 

appear to aid the local community directly, but often they do. Ease of access, obstructing 

the quick escape of wrong doers, keeping out unwelcome hawkers etc. can have indirect 

benefits that many locals enjoy as well as save authorities otherwise expense! 

 

        
 

Some proposals deserve initial objection and this is commonly down to poor design or a 

lack of adequate communication. Highway access and the consequences should be taken 

into consideration throughout for a suitable compromise and agreement may follow. 

 

        
 

Every day some authorities see the light and benefits to all, for an automated property! 
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